
If I Know What the Big Dot Is, What Could the Small Dots Be?

Draw a simple two-level Classification Tree on your whiteboard or large sheet of paper (a superset and two of its 
subsets as shown below). Point to the big dot and say: If this big dot is ‘furniture’, what could the two small dots 
be? (e.g. bed, chair, table, sofa, TV, wardrobe.) Encourage your child to come up with as many ideas for subsets as 
they can. This is an oral activity (no need to record anything next to the dots).

Now repeat the process several times, using different supersets – for example ‘toys’, ‘animals’, ‘insects’, ‘buildings’, 
‘stationery’, ‘jobs’ and so on.

If I Know What One Small Dot Is, What Could the Big Dot and the Other Small Dot Be?

Repeat the process, but this time point to a small dot and ask about the big dot and the other small dot. Say: If 
this small dot is a plane, what could the big dot and the other small dot be? (e.g. transport – car; air transport –
helicopter; and so on.)

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 4 Blank Classification Tree 
Puzzles sheets, with 2 
puzzles on each (2 sheets 
per child and 2 sheets for 
you)

 A large sheet of paper or a
whiteboard, and pen

 A pencil and eraser (for you 
and per child)

 A ball

10–15 minutes

WHAT COULD THIS DOT BE?
To master the action of substitution – develop the ability to represent a category visually 
(using Classification Trees)
To practise choosing an appropriate category word for the superset, from a list of several 
subsets, and naming other possible subsets
To develop symbolic literacy – code and decode visual models 
To practise creating Classification Tree puzzles independently
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Your child can draw a Classification Tree connecting three flowers to a flower symbol.
Your child can draw a Classification Tree connecting three trees to a tree symbol.
Your child can draw big dots (instead of symbol pictures representing a superset) and small dots (instead of pictures representing 
subsets).
Your child can show the relationship between a superset and its subset by drawing straight lines connecting each small dot to the big 
dot above it.
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Repeat with more examples such as:

If this small dot is a haddock, what could the big dot and the other small dot be? (e.g. fish – cod)

If this small dot is a spoon, what could the big dot and the other small dot be? (e.g. cutlery – fork)

If this small dot is London, what could the big dot and the other small dot be? (e.g. Capital city – Paris; City – Liverpool)

If this small dot is a crocodile, what could the big dot and the other small dot be? (e.g. reptile – snake)

Classification Tree Puzzles Game:

Each child doing this session should prepare their puzzles individually. Join in yourself as a player too.

Explain to your child that each player will prepare some Classification Tree puzzles and then pass them to another player for solving. Give them their 
Blank Classification Tree Puzzles sheet and explain that they have two puzzles to design. Ask them to think what each dot could be, and then to 
record their ideas by putting the initial letters next to each (or a symbol if your child wouldn’t be able to do it with initial letters yet). 

When they have designed both puzzles on their sheet, have them swap with another player. The other has to guess, using the organisation of the dots 
and the initials (or symbols), what each puzzle represents. 

Repeat with another sheet of two puzzles each.

Play ‘One Word for Many’:

Join in yourself as a player for this one too. Hold the ball and name a subset, e.g. sparrows, without mentioning the superset category name. Pass the
ball to the next player and then they have to say another word that links to the previous words (the same category). For example: robins, owls, 
pigeons, swans, ducks, parrots and so on.

The aim for each round is to pass the ball back and forth until a player can’t think of any more words from that category. Any word that seem like it 
doesn't fit can be challenged. If the player can explain their choice in a way that makes sense, then that becomes the category and all subsequent 
words must conform to it, even if it was not the category that you originally intended. If they cannot explain, then they must change their word.

When you have finished the round, ask your child to name the superset category – in this example, ‘birds’. 

Then have your child start the next round. Repeat a few times with words from different superset categories. 

WHAT COULD THIS DOT BE? – continued
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